INTRODUCTION
Since its WTO accession in 2001, China has concluded 12 regional trade agreements (RTAs). With the exception of Hong Kong and ASEAN, these were mainly with smaller trading partners, but over the next few years the prospects are for a series of trade negotiations with larger trading partners. Bilateral negotiations have been underway for some time with Australia and Norway, and a trilateral Japan-Korea-China negotiation is also in progress. China is also negotiating with ASEAN plus five other Asian nations (Japan, Korea, India, Australia and New Zealand) on a Regional Economic Cooperation Partnership. Bilateral free trade agreements (FTAs) with India, 1 To which China, for now, is not party.
Sri Lanka and Colombia are under consideration and joint feasibility studies are being conducted. Possible future negotiations also include China's potential inclusion at some point in the ongoing TPP negotiation, which covers 12 Pacific countries (including the United States). Beyond these negotiations are possible bilateral China-US and China-EU negotiations. These negotiations, were they to be successfully concluded, would substantially raise the trade coverage of China's trade agreements and help define a new set of arrangements, reshaping China's participation in the global economy potentially for several decades.
In these negotiations a central issue likely to be raised by China's trading partners is the treatment under these new rules of SOEs and special arrangements that might apply to them. These issues arise in other trade negotiations, and have been raised by the United States in the TPP negotiations which, for now, China is not participating in. Recently, little has been written on these issues in published research papers, and this paper aims to set out the key sub-issues involved.
Four sub-issues under the broader heading of trade and SOEs will be discussed. The first of these relates to China's antitrust and antimonopoly laws (AMLs). From outside, China is seen as having a large SOE sector with a number of such enterprises having a protected monopoly position in key sectors. These include petroleum refining, communications, banking, transportation and others. China's AMLs date from 2008 and contain provisions under Chapter I Article 7 that require the state to protect "the lawful business operations conducted by the business operators" (Ministry of Commerce [MOFCOM] 2007), while at the same time requiring SOEs to refrain from abusing their dominant market position. The accumulation of case law under these provisions is discussed alongside how a new set of trade rules could evolve, consistent with changed competition pricing arrangements both in China (especially in its new economic reform agenda established in the third session of the eighteenth Communist Party of China [CPC] plenary meeting) and in other negotiated arrangements not involving China (such as the US-Singapore FTA).
The second of these sub-issues relates to government procurement practices. The WTO government procurement code does not explicitly apply to SOEs, but if this extension were to be made in the Chinese case, it would imply a significant expansion of coverage because of the size of the SOE sector. By comparing the different versions of China's original offer to the WTO Government Procurement Agreement (GPA), the difficulties in SOE inclusion in China's offer to the WTO GPA are addressed. Further, a possible RTA approach to deal with the SOE issue of government procurement in China's trade negotiation is presented.
The third issue relates to the NME designation in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) antidumping procedures, where the perception of China as having a large SOE sector was key in discussing this sub-issue as it emerged in the debate on China's WTO accession in 2001. It will be argued that not only has the relative size of China's SOEs to its private sector changed markedly since 2001, but there are indications in four and eight firm concentration ratios compared between the United States and China that China's domestic markets are more competitive than in the United States, suggesting a potential recasting of the SOE discussion.
The fourth sub-issue relates to subsidization and claims that SOEs in China, and elsewhere, often receive benefits from the state in various forms which amount to subsidization. These include special financial arrangements (such as non-market-based interest rates on loans and financial bailouts) monopoly pricing arrangements (such as in the cases of petroleum distribution and tobacco) and other elements of subsidization. This sub-issue involves the coverage of the WTO subsidies code and whether there should be special rules on these in China's bilateral arrangements.
These four sub-issues will be dealt with under the broader heading of the trade and SOE issue to encourage a better understanding of these issues within the general public. Given the prevalence of SOEs in Asia, it is suggested that in negotiations with other Asian economies, the SOE issue could be raised less forcefully than in negotiations with OECD partners (the United States and the European Union). Also, SOEs need not be an area where China views itself as making all of the concessions with no benefits, since not only do benefits accrue to the Chinese consumer with improved competition, but also on sub-issues such as the NME, China can use SOE negotiations to obtain improvements in existing arrangements through cross sub-issue bargaining.
CHINA'S AML AND ITS APPLICATION AGAINST SOEs
A potential issue in China's trade negotiation concerns SOEs and China's antitrust regime. In that regime, special arrangements are explicitly allowed for SOEs, and the few precedents of cases could suggest the stronger enforcement of antitrust rules against China's SOEs as an outcome of negotiations.
CHINA'S AML: STRUCTURE AND THE ADMINISTRATIVE REGIME
China's AML has been in place since August 1, 2008. Comprising three broad sets of rules, the main content of the AML incorporates the model of EU and German competition law as well as the experience from the United States. These rules essentially provide for three areas of regulation: the prohibition of monopoly agreements (Chapter 2); the prohibition of abuse of dominant position (Chapter 3); and merger and acquisition reporting and control (Chapter 4). Additionally, in the AML there is a special chapter on administrative monopoly (Chapter 5).
The AML is comprised of eight chapters and 57 articles. Chapter 1 (Articles 1-12) defines the "General Provisions," which is essentially the purpose and the coverage of the AML. China's AML has a very broad scope of application. It applies to all "undertakings" (Norton Rose Group 2012), covering any natural or legal person, or any other organization that produces or deals in goods or provides services. "Monopolistic conduct" is defined as monopolistic agreements among business operators, abuse of dominant market position by business operators and concentration of business operators that eliminates or restricts competition or might be eliminating or restricting of competition.
2 Article 7 contains somewhat ambiguous language concerning the law's application to SOEs, but the AML applies equally to all undertakings, irrespective of whether they are privately owned or owned by the state.
Chapter 2 (Articles 13-16) aims to prevent monopoly agreements. As in German law, the Chinese AML separates horizontal agreements ("among competing business operators" [MOFCOM 2007, Article 13] ) from vertical agreements ("among business operators and their trading parties" [ibid., Article 14]), and Articles 13 and 14 list the prohibited horizontal and vertical monopoly agreements.
Chapter 3 (Articles 17-19) prohibits the abuse of the dominant position. Article 17 defines abusive behaviour. Article 18 provides a non-exhaustive list of factors involved in verifying the existence of a dominant market position. Article 19 states three presumptions of a market dominant position for business operators based entirely on market share thresholds.
Chapter 4 (Articles 20-31) provides rules on mergers to control large mergers and acquistions activity, and prevent, mergers that restrict competition. Article 20 defines concentration and Articles 23 to 26 cover the procedural requirements concerning lodging concentration declarations with the antimonopoly authorities.
China has three antitrust enforcement authoritiesthe MOFCOM, the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) and the State Administration for Industry and Commerce (SAIC) -and they perform their respective duties under the coordination and instruction of the Antimonopoly Commission (AMC) of the State Council. Specifically, MOFCOM is responsible for merger control, NDRC enforces the price-related rules of the AML and SAIC enforces the rules against non-price monopoly agreements, abuse of dominance and administrative monopoly. The AMC is a forum for deliberation and is the coordination agency of the State Council, and as such is responsible for coordinating competition policy administrative enforcement (Huang 2013 ).
The three AML enforcement agencies all take the positions that they do not afford any preferential treatment to SOEs in the application of the AML. The only economic sector that is excluded from the scope of the law is agriculture, along with the activities of rural economic organizations.
THE APPLICATION OF CHINA'S AML TO SOEs
Another issue likely to be raised regarding SOEs in negotiations on Chinese trade is enforcement and the very limited number of cases. Xiaoye Wang and Adrian Emch (2013) summarize the achievements of the implementation of China's AML by the three administrative enforcement authorities from 2008 to the end of March 2013. MOFCOM had received 698 merger filings in total, within which 627 were registered and 588 were cleared (ibid., 3). SOEs have started to file notifications with MOFCOM, as many foreign companies and other domestic companies have done. Since 2008, NDRC has investigated cases against price-related anti-competitive conduct and adopted decisions with sanctions in a number of cases, among which include: "(i) abuse of dominance through tied sales by salt companies, handled by the authorities in Jiangsu and Hubei; (ii) collusion between rice noodle manufacturers in Nanning and Liuzhou handled by the price department in Guangxi province; (iii) price-fixing by the Fuyang Papermaking Association, handled in Zhejiang province; (iv) the Sea sand cartel case, handled by the authorities in Guangdong province; (v) the anti-competitive practices by two pharmaceutical companies in Shandong" (ibid., 11).
SAIC has investigated nearly 20 antitrust cases in cooperation with its counterparts at the provincial level since the AML came into effect. The cases include: cartel conduct in the concrete industry in Lianyungang, Jiangsu province; collusion between concrete enterprises in Jiangshan, Zhejiang; collusion among members of the Liaoning Provincial Cement Industry Association; monopoly agreement between liquefied petroleum gas enterprises in Taihe, Jiangxi province; and cartelization in second-hand automobile market in Anyang, Henan (ibid., 16).
However, due to the complex circumstances for the enactment of AML and due to a lack of experience that the three AML administrative authorities have accumulated, there have been few cases against big SOEs, all of which indicate weak enforcement of the AML against big SOEs.
An early case was the 2009 investigation by the NDRC into suspected price-fixing by TravelSky, a SOE provider of IT solutions to the tourism industry, which holds a 97 percent share of the Chinese domestic airline booking industry. In suspension of the antitrust investigation in March 2009, nearly all domestic state-owned airline companies in China simultaneously increased prices. As a result, TravelSky adjusted its discounting policies and increased the air ticket price for all the airlines in TravelSky's network. The NDRC's investigation was later dropped with no prosecution of the case because soon after the investigation was set up, the Civil Aviation Administration of China, the regulator of the aviation industry, made a public statement that such price increases were the result of independent adjustments by the airlines, and the airlines had not entered into any agreement to fix the price (Zhang and Zhang 2013, 128) . The TravelSky case indicated that it is difficult for the young AML agencies to deal with the administrative interventions from authorities when investigating SOEs, especially those controlled by central authorities at the same rank.
Another example was the November 2010 case against Wuchang Salt. The NDRC's local Hubei bureau took action against state-owned salt companies for their violation of the AML's Article 17 (prohibition on abuse of dominance) and Article 7 (which prevents SOEs from using their exclusive operation rights to jeopardize consumers' interests). The case was successful and, to some extent, reflected fewer obstacles of enactment of the AML against the SOEs at local levels, such as at the municipal or provincial levels, compared to central SOEs.
A more recent case is the 2011 investigation into the broadband business of the telecommunications giants China Unicom and China Telecom to examine whether the two companies had abused their dominant market positions (two-thirds of domestic broadband interconnection market) by obstructing other businesses from entering the broadband and Internet interconnection sector. However, following the announcement of investigation by the NDRC in December 2011, China Telecom and China Unicom released statements on their official websites noting that they had submitted an application for suspension of the antitrust investigation. In addition, the two companies acknowledged the existence of inconsistencies between the value of Internet connections and corresponding prices and promised revisions and improvements in Internet speed and cost. It turned out that the NDRC accepted the "commitments" put forward by the two companies and the investigation was pending without any further measures. Again, for an investigation against giant SOEs controlled by the central authorities, the antitrust authorities have to be adaptive to the circumstances and pressures from various sources.
In the field of merger-control, MOFCOM imposed restrictive conditions concerning the establishment of a joint venture between General Electric (China) and the Chinese state-owned Shenhua Coal-to-Liquids and Chemicals Group in its decision of November 10, 2011 (Norton Rose Group 2012 ). This was not only the first published decision of MOFCOM involving a joint venture, but also the first involving a SOE directly controlled by the central government.
Comparable cases in Europe involved much more strenuous action by antitrust authorities. From 2008 to 2013, there were 2,370 antitrust cases, and 90 of them were related to public entities. 3 The following two examples serve to illustrate the difference. One is the Deutsche Telekom case 4 in which Deutsche Telekom charged a higher access fee at wholesale level than at the retail level to force its competitors to charge their end-users higher prices (the so-called "margin squeeze"). 
CHANGING DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL POLICY BACKGROUND AND ITS IMPACT ON THE AML COMPETITION RULE
The new economic reform agenda established in China's third session of the eighteenth CPC plenary meeting has directed China's SOE reform. In the report of "Decision of the Central Committee of the CPC on Some Major Issues Concerning Comprehensively Deepening the Reform" (hereafter the Decision), it is stated that SOEs are an important force for advancing national modernization and protecting the common interests of the people (China.org.cn 2014). Although SOEs generally have assimilated themselves into the market economy, they must adapt to new trends of marketization and internationalization and further deepen their reform by aiming the focus at regular decision making over operation, maintenance and appreciation of the value of state assets, participation in competition on an equal footing, raising production efficiency, strengthening enterprise vitality and bearing due social obligations. In natural monopoly industries in which state-owned capital continues to be the controlling shareholder, reform should be carried out, focusing on separation of government administration from enterprise management, separation of government administration from state assets management, franchise operation and government oversight. Based on the characteristics of different industries, the networks construction should be separated from operations. Competitive businesses should be decontrolled and public resources should be allocated and oriented towards the market. All forms of administrative monopoly should be continued to be dismantled. Based on all these statements, a more competition-neutral policy environment between SOEs and non-SOEs can be anticipated.
Aside from the change of domestic policy background, the development of the international trade negotiation system and of rules setting forth higher requirements for countries, including China, in globalization. This is reflected by the incorporation of competition policy in the network of bilateral agreements and RTAs by the European Union, and increasingly the United States and Japan. Within the European Union (specifically the European Commission, European Economic Area and European Free Trade Association) there have been extensive provisions on competition policy covering restrictive business practices (vertical and horizontal agreements and abuse of market dominance), mergers, public enterprise, controls on some public monopolies and provisions on state aid or subsidies. The European Union has also included provisions on competition in most bilateral agreements where the European Union or its member state is a party. This is also the case for the United States, Japan and Korea. In most of the bilateral agreements and RTAs in which the United States is involved, such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), US-Australia, US-Chile, US-Colombia, US-Peru, US-Israel, US-Korea and US-Singapore, competition policy and anti-competitive business conduct are addressed. Measures to proscribe anti-competitive business conduct are required to be maintained or adopted, while the effectiveness of the measures undertaken is to be reviewed. The similar chapter of competition policy could also be found in most bilateral trade agreements that Japan has signed.
Among the 12 bilateral trade agreements that China has signed, 10 of the early FTAs covered trade in goods and services only. One reason for this is because most of China's partners in its early FTAs were developing countries or small economies, or did not urge China to incorporate competition policy in the agreements. Another reason is that China maintained a relatively conservative FTA strategy in the early stage, without touching upon complex fields such as competition policy, intellectual property rights protection, government procurement and so forth. However, the most two recent agreements, the China-Iceland FTA (signed in April 2013 and entered into force in July 2014) and the China-Switzerland FTA (signed in April 2014 and entered into force in July 2014), started to incorporate competition policy, although under a looser regime. In the competition chapters of both the China-Iceland and China-Switzerland FTAs, paragraph 2 states that the application of the competition chapter "applies to undertakings with privilege and exclusive rights authorised by law. Such application shall not prevent the above undertakings from fulfilling their legal functions" (MOFCOM 2013), which guarantees somewhat the priority of China's SOEs. Paragraph 3, in the same chapter, states that, "the provisions of this chapter shall not be construed to create any legally binding obligations for the undertakings and are also without prejudice to the independence of the Parties' competition authorities according to their respective competition laws" (ibid.). However, paragraphs 4 to 6 encourage cooperation between the competition authorities of the two countries to deal with anti-competitive practices or abuse of dominant market positions that may prevent or restrict competition. A joint committee, not the dispute settlement provision, will facilitate a resolution to anti-competitive practices that concerns the trade partner.
China's two new FTAs represent its evolved strategy from a gradual and conservative FTA approach to a speedy and promotional one. This trend complies with the reform directions established in China's third session of the eighteenth CPC plenary meeting. Also in the Decision, the construction of free trade zones are addressed, especially, new fields such as environmental protection, investment protection, government procurement, e-commerce among others, and are to be negotiated from bilateral, multilateral, regional and sub-regional dimensions.
Therefore, under the domestic and international policy background, a new era of China's FTA strategy is foreseeable, expanding from merely trade issues (both in goods and services) to a broader and more comprehensive context including investment promotion, protection of intellectual property rights, environmental protection, economic and technical cooperation, as well as competition. In addition, the ongoing negotiations between China and the United States and China and the European Union regarding bilateral investment treaties (BITs) also cover the SOE issues. One of the most significant characteristics of Chinese outward direct investment is the close relationship between Chinese outward investors and the Chinese state. 5 The Obama administration conducted a three-year review of the US model BIT and updated it to address SOEs and other issues. The prospective China-US BIT is, therefore, expected to provide a level playing field by opening markets for fair competition for investors and businesses from the United States. China has currently signed BITs with the 26 member states of the European Union, and China is interested in a uniform EU-level agreement on investment protection. The future China-EU bilateral treaty is likely to make improvements based on the existing BITs and bear the impact of the negotiation of China-US BIT.
In short, if more bilateral FTAs signed by China incorporate a competition provision and if the two significant BITs China is expected to sign with European Union and the United States materialize, it will place more challenges on the effectiveness of the enforcement of China's AML administrative authorities, especially when China's SOEs are targeted.
CHINA'S SOEs AND CHINA'S WTO GPA NEGOTIATION
China's negotiations in any prospective large trade deal will likely touch upon the coverage of the WTO GPA as it involves China. China has not yet become a member of the GPA, but if it does in the near future this will effectively provide a framework for bilateral negotiations. Negotiation on coverage is at the core of the GPA accession process. It decides what kind of deal will be concluded between the acceding country and existing GPA parties. Due to China's complicated government structure and the large state sector, any negotiation on coverage poses a number of challenges, and especially the difficulty in enlisting state enterprises and ascertaining the scope of covered procurement of listed state enterprises.
DIFFICULTIES IN INCLUDING CHINA'S SOEs IN THE COVERAGE OF WTO GPA
A lack of political incentive in consideration of other industrial, environmental policy is a central difficulty with the coverage of China's GPA commitment. Enforced in 2003, China's Government Procurement Law (GPL) institutionalized in its Article 10 a "buy Chinese" clause, which gives preference to national goods, works and services, except when those cannot be obtained in China or cannot be obtained in China under reasonable business conditions or are to be used outside of China. Also in China's draft of GPL enforcement regulation, "Chinese products" are interpreted as commodities that are produced in China and in which the domestic producing cost of the final product exceeds a certain proportion. "Chinese construction and services" are defined as construction projects and services supplied by Chinese citizens, entities or organizations. In addition to the inclusion of the above components in the "buy national" policy, an "indigenous innovation scheme" was first adopted in 2006 and further implemented in 2009. This scheme provides a mandatory catalogue listing of accredited products (while non-accredited products cannot be purchased). The scheme also includes unclear requirements relating to intellectual property rights (IPR), given the absence of disputes related to the IPR and that research and development located in China is at the origin of the IPR. However, in June 2011, the Chinese Ministry of Finance (MOF) announced the repeal of three key policies linking government procurement to the indigenous innovation policy, because this was deemed as a discriminatory policy for government procurement by many countries. This measure was further supported by a notice issued by the State Council in November 2011, directing all government entities to remove any mention of linkage between indigenous innovation policy and government procurement incentive measures within regulatory documents and to stop such implementation by December 1, 2011.
Despite revoking the indigenous innovation policy on government procurement, political incentive to use government procurement as a policy implementation tool to achieve other industrial, regional, environmental and even diplomatic policies still exists.
6
A fragmented institutional framework is another difficulty for China's GPA accession. WTO GPA Appendix I commitments cover three levels of government procurement entities: central government departments; provincial government organs; and other public entities (state enterprises). Taking full charge of the GPA negotiation, the MOF does not have complete authority over procurement of all SOEs, emphasizing the problem of a fragmented institutional structure. As Ping Wang (2009, 673) noted, the procurements by the SOEs at either the central or local level were significantly influenced by many national central ministries, such as the NDRC, the state-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC), line ministries such as the Ministry of Industry and Information and the Ministry of Railway and the provincial governments. MOFCOM, as the chief trade negotiator, also controls procurement of imported electronic and mechanical products. Furthermore, Wang (2009) argued it is difficult for the MOF to coordinate the procurement behaviours of certain giant SOEs, which have ministerial or semi-ministerial prerogatives, and thus are at the same rank as the MOF.
A fragmented legal framework is also a difficulty. While procurement of SOEs, where public funds are used or public interests are involved, is covered by the tendering 6 The Chinese government has also used procurement of SOEs as a political and diplomatic policy instrument to ease anxiety in the United States over the Sino-US trade deficit. In 2006, a delegation consisting of more than 100 Chinese state enterprises signed an array of procurement contracts worth around US$15 billion involving projects ranging from software, power generation equipment to automobiles and electronic products.
and bidding law (TBL), it is outside of the scope of the GPL. The tension between these two national laws and their oversight of government ministries (namely NDRC and MOF) significantly undermines the coherence of a domestic public procurement legal framework and legal certainty. Gilbert V. Kerckhove, chairman of the Public Procurement Work Group of the European Chamber, characterized this fragmented legal framework as "the legal duality," and defined it as the most significant issue in China's GPA negotiation with the European Union because market access to the projects related to energy, construction, power generation, railways and subways, water treatment and many other services, which are regulated under the TBL, is mostly restricted to foreign bidders (Van Kerckhove 2010).
Since the GPL falls under the jurisdiction of the MOF, it only covers procurement of government organizations and public institutions (such as public universities and hospitals). Thus, it will be difficult for the MOF to include in China's GPA offer coverage of state enterprises procurement without further changes in the legal framework.
EVALUATION OF CHINA'S OFFER OF ACCESSION TO GPA
As a plurilateral agreement under the WTO framework, the WTO GPA only regulates government procurement practices on a voluntary basis of those WTO members who choose to bind in the GPA. Based on the GPA structure, the members' commitments are reflected in the seven annexes in Appendix I. Annexes 1 to 3 contain lists of central level government, sub-central government and other public entities covered, while Annexes 4 and 6 specify each party's covered goods, services and construction services and Annex 7 stands as general notes. Therefore, the effective coverage of commitments under the GPA is determined by the combined result of entity coverage, product coverage and threshold. For each GPA member, only those government procurement contracts falling within the product list in Annexes 4 to 6 with awards above a threshold for the entities in Annex 1 to 3 are considered and influenced by the GPA rules. Ueno (2013) highlighted 47 RTAs by OECD members with coverage commitments on government procurement. This is also a possible approach for China to take to open its government procurement market.
NME AND CHINA'S SOEs
Another area of trade policy where SOEs seem likely to arise in any of China's trade negotiations with developed countries concerns the issue of China's status as a market economy or a NME. This is a matter that is involved with antidumping procedures in domestic law, principally in the United States and the European Union. At the time of China's accession to the WTO in 2001, US and EU negotiators argued that because of the extensive presence of SOEs, China should be viewed as a NME rather than a market economy. China accepted this argument and China's accession terms explicitly allow other WTO members to treat China as a NME under their domestic laws until 2016.
In reality, there is no clear definition of what constitutes a market economy or a NME, but at an operational level there is a considerable impact on China if it is treated in this way under antidumping laws. If China is labelled a NME, antidumping procedures against Chinese exports in the United States and the European Union follow a different procedure both in the determination of dumping and in the size of dumping margins, and hence rates of duty. Under the terms of the designation, China's trading partners do not need to take into account China's domestic production costs in the determination of dumping. Instead, production costs in a "surrogate" third country can be used to calculate the so-called normal value of Chinese exports. The use of a surrogate country (often an emerging economy such as Turkey or Mexico), where material and labour are of a much higher cost than in China, typically means that Chinese exports are being sold below their normal value. The result is that they can become subject to duties that are large and often exceed 100 percent.
China has repeatedly tried to change its NME designation to which it agreed in 2001, largely without success. In the RTA negotiation with New Zealand, Chinese exports were granted market economy status. Similar indications have been made by Australia, but no progress has been made in the larger markets of the European Union and the United States. In 2016, WTO negotiations will likely arise as to China's designation. It could be that concessions made by China on other issues, including SOEs, such as on government procurement may be needed to obtain EU and US agreement to a change in designation.
Part of the difficulty with the issue lies in the clear definition of terms. NME is a counterpart designation to the market economy, and there are a diversity of economic parameters between a centrally planned and a market economy. Hence, it is difficult to legally define a market economy or a NME. Apart from the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), a detailed definition has not been produced by influential international organizations, although there are official statements that together form an official structure of what is needed for a country to be considered as a market economy.
UNCTAD defines a market economy as "a national economy of a country that relies heavily upon market forces to determine levels of production, consumption, investment and savings without government intervention" (UNCTAD 2013, "Market Economy"). Likewise, UNCTAD's definition of a NME is as follows: "A national economy in which the government seeks to determine economic activity largely through a mechanism of central planning, as in the former Soviet Union, in contrast to a market economy which depends heavily upon market forces to allocate productive resources. In a "non-market" economy, production targets, prices, costs, investment allocations, raw materials, labour, international trade and most other economic aggregates are manipulated within a national economic plan drawn up by a central planning authority. Hence, the public sector makes the major decisions affecting demand and supply within the national economy." (ibid., "Non market Economy")
The WTO agreement that China entered into offers no guidance as to what constitutes a NME, nor as to how they should be treated in antidumping proceedings. Different users of the antidumping instrument use diverse methods for applying special rules for NMEs. The consensus among the authors in this paper is that the origins and application of NMEs in EU's antidumping law and the US antidumping law. These domestic laws had significant impact on China's accession to the WTO and the resulting substantial antidumping case involving China.
Under US domestic law and under 19 USCS § 1677 (18) (Legal Information Institute n.d.b), the term "NME country" means any foreign country that the administering authority determines does not operate on market principles of cost or pricing structures, so that sales of merchandise in such a country do not reflect the fair value of the merchandise.
And in making determinations whether a foreign country is a market economy or a NME, the US administering authority takes six factors into account:
• the extent to which the currency of the foreign country is convertible into the currency of other countries;
• the extent to which wage rates in the foreign country are determined by free bargaining between labour and management;
• the extent to which joint ventures or other investments by firms of other foreign countries are permitted in the foreign country;
• the extent of government ownership or control of the means of production;
• the extent of government control over the allocation of resources and over the price and output decisions of enterprises; and
• such other factors as the administering authority considers appropriate. (Legal Information Institute n.d.a)
In 2016, the decision as to how to treat China will remain a domestic issue under US law, as there will be no treaty commitments governing any US determinations since the 2001 decision by China was merely to agree to the US determination. To ensure a change in 2016, the decision would seemingly require a Chinese negotiation in which China makes concessions elsewhere in return for a changed designation. Meanwhile, academic research literature has stressed the rapid changes in the Chinese economy since 2001 with SOE reforms and the growth of private Chinese enterprises. Wang and Whalley (2013) have recently compared four and eight firm concentration ratios for Chinese and US enterprises, concluding that Chinese ratios are around half of US ratios. The implication is that the Chinese economy is more competitive than the United States and has stronger market forces.
China agreed to the NME designation for 15 years in its commitment to the WTO. The working party report on the accession of China constantly refers to the Chinese economic model as in transition towards a socialist market economy, and signals the fact that the Chinese economy bears characteristics of both market economy and NMEs. When acceding, China committed to undertake several reforms regarding subsidies, including management of SOEs and liberalization of its banking system, which assured a level playing field between China and other economies under the WTO system. China has made numerous requests to change the NME to market economy status and has taken efforts in bilateral trade negotiations to gain market economy status. So far, approximately 150 countries have granted China market economy status, while most OECD countries (EU member states, Japan, United States and India) still label China as a NME. It is the partner country's decision whether to grant China market economy status. And for those that have a large bilateral trade volume, the NME works as a strong trade protection instrument against the price competitiveness of China's manufacturers. Also, from the perspective of the relative bargaining power in bilateral negotiation, China has no advantages over most OECD countries.
In 2013, the World Bank published a report arguing China still has not completed its transition process 10 years after accession. The report claims that the government continues to dominate key sectors and, "China's transition to a market economy is incomplete in many areas. A mix of market and non-market measures shapes incentives for producers and consumers, and there remains a lack of clarity in distinguishing the individual roles of government state enterprises, and the private sector" (World Bank 2013, 25) . It seems, therefore, that China needs to resolve these issues, accelerate structural reforms and develop a market-based system in which the state focuses on providing key public goods and serviceswhile a private sector plays the role of driving growth.
Considering the internal opposition to further liberalization and privatization reforms, some commentators have doubted whether China could ever complete its transformation into a full market economy, given the intrinsic political links between the party, SOEs and the means by which public policies are implemented. However, private enterprises have played an increasingly important role in China's economic development and the changed competition structure indicates a smaller proportion of NME in China. The SOE issue between the European Union and the United States is also likely to be raised in their trade negotiations. Therefore, with the end of the WTO agreement, 2016 may be a watershed year on this issue and will likely figure prominently in many China-OECD trade negotiations.
SUBSIDIES
A final sub-issue connected to negotiations that touch on SOEs is the question of subsidization.
OVERVIEW OF CHINA'S SOE SUBSIDIES
As a complex trade topic, government subsidization of SOEs is subject to the general WTO disciplines set out in the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM Agreement), which supplements Articles VI and XVI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Subsidies may take various forms, from direct transfer of funds (such as grants, loans, equity infusion and loan guarantees), to indirect benefits such as foregone government revenue otherwise due (such as tax credits), provision of goods or services other than general infrastructure, or purchase of goods by the government. From a functional perspective, all direct and indirect financial assistance from China's central and local governments to SOEs can be grouped into three general categories: subsidies provided to sustain and revive loss-making SOEs; subsidies provided in order to privatize 7 Exceptions are provided for the agricultural sector.
or otherwise restructure SOEs; and subsidies provided to foster key SOEs (Qin 2004) .
At one time, the first category of subsidies was the most important financial contribution of the government to China's SOEs. Between 1999 and 2001, it was estimated that one-half of China's SOEs were losing money. The share of the subsidies to loss-making SOEs in China's government expenditures declined from a high of 25 percent in 1985 to about two percent in 2000. Subsidies to loss-making SOEs alone were 2.6 percent of the total profits of all SOEs in 2001, and were larger in previous years (Eckaus 2006) . Besides the direct budgetary subsidies, China's government allowed many loss-making SOEs to stay in business and this resulted in the accumulation of a large portfolio of non-performing loans at state banks. In 2003, non-performing loans at the four major state banks amounted to more than 17 percent of China's GDP. However, data from independent sources indicated that the amount of such loans could be twice as much. China's government had taken measures to reform SOEs since the mid-1980s. One of the important measures from the mid-1990s was the closing down or restructuring of the small-and medium-sized loss-making SOEs and the sale or consolidation of SOEs into large group companies. (Qin 2004) . These key SOEs receive not only budgetary funding from the government, but also low-interest loans via state-owned banks.
New forms of subsidies exist for key SOEs. For example, a major state bank issued the first US-dollar-denominated bond in China's domestic market in 2003, and the proceeds of US$500 million were to be lent to SOEs to retire their existing high-cost foreign debts (ibid.). As for the four sub-issues relating to China's SOEs in its prospective trade negotiations, cross sub-issue bargaining could be a possible resolution. Based on the precedent of Australian-New Zealand Closer Economic Co-operation Agreement (ANZCERTA), the potential concessions China could make include removing the somewhat ambiguous regulation regarding SOEs in the AML (Article 7) or expanding the coverage offer of entities in the GPA. The ANZCERTA requires member states to revise competition law in order to address anti-competitive conduct affecting trans-Tasman trade in goods, without recourse to antidumping actions. This, therefore, offers an interesting alternative and may have lessons in the relationship between antidumping and competition policies for other bilateral and regional agreements or perhaps even wider international agreements on competition policy. If China's concession of revising its AML (Article 7) could, in return, grant China market economy status in the bilateral trade negotiations, the potential significant benefit of diminishing antidumping cases against China's exports is surely a great compensation.
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Crisis and Reform: Canada and the International Financial System Edited by Rohinton Medhora and Dane Rowlands
Paperback: $32.00; eBook: $16.00
The 28th edition of the Canada Among Nations series is an examination of Canada and the global financial crisis, and the country's historic and current role in the international financial system.
Off Balance: The Travails of Institutions That Govern the Global Financial System Paul Blustein
Paperback: $28.00; eBook: $14.00
The latest book from award-winning journalist and author Paul Blustein is a detailed account of the failings of international institutions in the global financial crisis.
Essays on International Finance: Volume 1 -International Cooperation and Central Banks
Harold James
The inaugural volume in the series, written by Harold James, discusses the purposes and functions of central banks, how they have changed dramatically over the years and the importance of central bank cooperation in dealing with international crises. 
Essays on International
James M. Boughton
The world economy showed remarkably strong and widespread growth throughout most of the second half of the twentieth century. The continuation of that success, however, has been undercut by financial instability and crisis. Weak and uncoordinated macroeconomic policies, inappropriate exchange rate policies, inherently volatile private markets for international capital flows, and weak regulation and oversight of highly risky investments have all played a part. To regain the financial stability that must underpin a renewal of global economic strength will require improvements in both policy making and the structure of the international financial system. This paper provides both theoretical and empirical evidence that maintains that a central bank's organizational structure, culture and learning system are important for achieving best governance practices. It argues that a central bank's organizational structure and culture facilitate the effective implementation of governance practices that have been enacted by law or in a strategic plan, with specific reference to central bank independence, communication, transparency, professionalization, technical excellence and reputation risk management.
China's Goals in the G20: Expectation, Strategy and Agenda
CIGI Papers No. 39 Alex He
The G20 has emerged as the lynchpin of China's involvement in global economic governance. It remains the only economic institutional setting where the country can operate on par with major Western powers. China has a strong interest in maintaining the status of the G20 as the premier forum for economic cooperation, and a vested interest in ensuring that the G20 does not degrade into yet another "talk shop" of multilateral diplomacy. However, the Chinese leadership's current approach to the G20 is not driven by a desire to position the country as a leading agenda setter.
African Perspectives on Sovereign Debt Restructuring
CIGI Papers No. 43 Skylar Brooks, Domenico Lombardi and Ezra Suruma
On August 7 and 8, 2014, CIGI's Global Economy Program co-hosted a conference with Uganda Debt Network to discuss African perspectives on sovereign debt restructuring. The aim of this paper is to distill the main insights from conference participants' papers and presentations. Africa's extensive experience with sovereign debt restructuring, as well as the changing nature of its international debt relations, make the perspectives contained in this paper valuable contributions to the ongoing debate over how best to govern sovereign debt at the international level.
Reforming the Global Architecture of Financial Regulation: The G20, the IMF and the FSB
CIGI Papers No. 42 Malcolm D. Knight
The global financial crisis that began in 2007 and deepened in 2008 exposed major weaknesses in financial and macroeconomic policy coordination, and profound flaws in financial risk management and regulation in a number of advanced countries. This paper undertakes an analysis of how cooperation takes place among three actors -the G20, the IMF and the FSB -to implement the fundamental reforms needed to ensure that the global financial system is better able to withstand shocks than it was in 2007-2008.
CIGI PAPERS
Available as free downloads at www.cigionline.org The core of this report, co-published by CIGI and the Institute for New Economic Thinking, is to lay out in practical terms the critical issues China must consider in managing its engagement with the evolving international monetary system (IMS). There are both opportunities and pitfalls, and the hope is that the payments approach used will highlight why, and how, China and the IMS should "talk to one another." While the pace, direction and ultimate goals of reform are for China to decide, what it decides will have implications for China and for the functioning of the IMS. Avenues must be found to discuss and assess these implications from a system-wide, cooperative perspective.
China and Sovereign Debt Restructuring
CIGI Papers No. 45 Hongying Wang
More than a decade after it put forth the idea of the Sovereign Debt Restructuring Mechanism in the early 2000s, the International Monetary Fund is again seeking to engage various stakeholders in a new round of discussions about improving sovereign debt restructuring. This paper, by CIGI senior fellow Hongying Wang, contends that from China's point of view, the most important question in debt management is how to prevent excessive borrowing and lending and reduce the likelihood of unsustainable debt.
